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Andrew W

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this firearm to be my primary duty carry weapon. I have fired thousands of rounds through it. I have used steel cased ammo and brass. Cheap ammo to expensive. This pistol ate it all. Miss fires occurred very rarely and only when using the cheapest of ammo. I bet my life on this firearm and I give it high praises. It is a pistol you can count on when you need it. 











Joshua S

on
03/05/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this gun I've had it 10yrs now not 1 single problem ever Springfield armory is in my top 5 I've bought 2 more since happy as can be. 











Andy B

on
09/01/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I found the 4.5" .40 S&W to fit my hand better than the Glock. This Springfield is accurate to 25 yards (haven't shot further) and is smooth and enjoyable to shoot. A little big for a conceal carry in my opinion, although may find it okay if they carry a 1911. This weapon is reliable, just the right weight and a great additional to your collection.... I highly recommend this Springfield XDM 4.5" .40S&W. 











Steven B

on
07/31/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love the XDM! Great capacity, great feel, decent trigger for a striker. Springfield took quite a while to come through with their Guns-n-Gear promo but a couple of bonus mags made it worth the wait. This was my first purchase from Buds and this and subsequent purchases have been very smooth. I think it's a real plus that they ship through Fed-Ex rather than USPS as the delivery to FFL seems to be much more reliable. 











Reynaldo G

on
01/11/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun to death. Hands down better than my glock. I've put over 600 rounds though it and have had no problems what so ever. Breaking down this gun is so easy. I'm currently going through the police academy, I test with this gun and am the most accurate shooter in the class. Buds provides such a great service and ships the guns so fast, and provide accurate arrival times. Definitely buying all my guns through buds. 











Dan S

on
12/09/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome gun. Ive put 500+ rounds through the XDM 40, no misfires/feeds (federal ammo). Shoots great, my buddies want the same gun now! Buds delivered quick and had no problems. Thanks! 











Kyle G

on
05/14/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my firs purchase from Buds and it went as smooth as possible. I’ve had the gun for some time now and I really enjoy it. Very accurate out of the box and fun to shoot. I will buy from Buds again. 











Daniel J

on
03/11/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this gun, have had her a little over a year now and have become very familiar with this as my primary carry firearm. I carry open so the size of this pistol does not affect my ability to carry. I've fired well over 1400 rounds through this gun and I have had not one fire failure. Early on I did have some problems with the magazine seating properly, but that was user error brought on by the weight of all those rounds inside that magazine. I have since corrected and don't understand why I had trouble with it early on. This gun loves to hit its target. I have had many friends and some family shoot with me, and they have loved this gun as well. Im not a fan of the polymer pistols, being a 1911 fan, but when I put this gun in my hand at a gun show weeks before I purchased it, I knew I could learn to appreciate even the polymer. Springfield hit the mark with this pistol. 











Michael B

on
02/26/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I got this gun a while back, and I love it. Bud's shipped it promptly, and I had no trouble when I showed up at the dealer to pick it up. I haven't had a chance to shoot is as much as I would like, but the rounds that I've put through it went where they were supposed to. It's a full sized gun, so it's not great for concealed carry when you consider the size and fully-loaded weight, and It's a bit bulky for an inside the pants holster but the holster that came with it works fine under a sportcoat. Would definitely order from Bud's again, in fact, I just did! 











Matthew F

on
02/12/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've been supremely happy with my XDM 40 that was purchased in February 2013.. For the lefties like myself, the controls are extremely friendly. The pistol is a pleasure to shoot. The trigger is one of the best out of the box I've found for a striker fired pistol, and accuracy is outstanding. The pistol has yet to have a malfunction of any kind, or to show any undue wear. 











Jacob K

on
01/21/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










picked up at Buds shop. ordering process and pick up were flawless. great price, too! the hard plastic case with all the XDM gear make a good bonus to a terrific pistol. field stripped, checked, lubed, then fired over 120 rounds (total) of three different types through it at the range. accurate and puts the bullets where the sights are pointed smooth. flawless function! points naturally, good sights, and field stripping it is easier than any other handgun. the magazine release sticks a little if you have inserted a fully loaded magazine with the slide forward, but works perfectly with less in the magazine or the slide locked to the rear. it looks as though it is made for bigger hands, but my medium mitts (I am only 5'9" with short fingers) hold it just great with plenty of reach for the trigger. Probably the best value in a handgun I have ever purchased. 











Brian M

on
12/08/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Extremely satisfied with this purchase. Buds service was great as always, no complaints there. Have fired well over 1000 rounds, and can only remember having maybe a couple of failures to feed, most likely due to the ammo. Definitely a great first gun purchase or for anyone looking to expand their current collection. Nice trigger pull and ergonomic feel, and I can't talk enough about the reliability of the gun. Would highly recommend! 











Deantwan G

on
11/20/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










All can I say is Amazing I ordered my xdm friday and recieved it Wednesday and I absolutely love it the feel the look everything buds guns is my perimnate gun dealer thanks buds keep up the good work. 











Tim K

on
08/11/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Most impressive 40 S&W overall handgun at this price point. Worth every penny. Super accurate and lots of extras. It's a gun you will brag about. I also own the 40 S&W XDM 3.8 and the 4.5 brings accuracy to a new level. Springfield has hit it out of the park. I think the XDM series will be seen as one of the most impressive, easy to use, customizable, handgun series made in the last 20 years. Can field strip in less than 10 seconds. Practice for a few nights and you will wonder how you have lived this long in your life without the company of this forearm. Kick your wife out of bed and make room to cuddle with thing all night long. You will wake in the middle of the night to see if the gun is ok. You will like this gun more than your own children. 











Milton M

on
07/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I cannot say enough good about this weapon! I have carried everything from Model 66/19, to 1911, Beretta 9mm and Beretta .40 cal over the years as duty weapons, and this makes me wish I'd had this the whole time. The XDM version is definitely worth any extra expense as, out of the box, I was outshooting ANY of my previous weapons, hands down! I had not been intending to replace my Beretta .40 cal as my duty weapon, I just wanted to purchase and try out the XDM as I'd heard some good things about it and I was wanting to expand the herd. Little did I know that after firing it the very first 100 rounds I was convinced it was the replacement I had NOT been looking for, lol. Fired it a bunch more to get thoroughly familiar and proficient, then went straight out to the range and qualified with it as my primary weapon, never looked back. With the high capacity magazines of the XDM models I now carry nearly three times as much ammo as I used to with most other weapons. Smooth firing, easily controlled, the only thing I think I needed to really get used to was how smooth the trigger was as it sneaked up on me once or twice early on. I will be looking to acquire a sub compact version as soon as possible to carry off duty. 











John A

on
04/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very nice gun to have and no problems at all....fast shipment from buds.. 











James P

on
03/25/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The XDM 40 cal is everything I expected. The gun shipped when it was supposed to ship. I picked it up on a Wednesday and was at the range Saturday. I put 200 rounds thru it with no problems at all. It shoots very smooth and is accurate. I am very happy with this gun and definitely recommend it if you are looking for a 40 cal. Springfield armory has lived up to its reputation! Thank you buds for such a smooth transaction and great customer service. I will definitely use buds when looking for another firearm. 











Steven M

on
03/24/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Although I am still waiting what now looks to be more than 45 days for Maryland to complete my background check, Bud's sent both guns to my FFL in about a week. I checked out both guns and they both seem to be in working order. Good job Buds--bad job Maryland! 











Lael G

on
03/07/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent weapon. Shot roughly 100 rounds of cheap ammo and no FTF's. Balls on accurate right out of the box. Too large for CCW...so now I have to get the subcompact as well. My girlfriend is going to be pissed. 











James W

on
02/24/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first handgun I've purchased and after shooting several other 40 s&w and feeling how this one felt in my hand I knew it was the right pistol for me. I picked it up Friday and shot ~ 70 rounds thru it Saturday, and it was a blast, very manageable recoil! Product description was right on and everything worked well with no issues. 











Jimmy J

on
02/07/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










All I can say is AMAZING!!! I LOVE THIS GUN!!! It's a beautiful piece. This is my first handgun, and I tried several before I bought. This one was the absolute best in my opinion. All the extras it comes with are very cool. Buds shipped very fast! Great transaction. Will buy from them again. 











Cathi L

on
01/27/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Springfield Armory's XDm is a great firearm. It is spot on shot after shot and never has any failures! When looking into what I was going to purchase, I was stuck between the XDm, Walther PPQ, Steyr M(9 or 40)-A1, and the Caracal. Unfortunately, I was never able to get my hands on my first choice Walther, however I am still very happy with this purchase. I have put 500 rounds through the XDm .40 and had no FTE's, FTF, or any of the like. All I can say aside from that is that the suspense is killer. Ordered on 1/1/13, shipped 1/21/13, arrived 1/23/13. Highly suggest this model of firearm or any others listed in my review. 











Dustin D

on
01/20/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










All I can say is wow!!!! I have had mine for over 2 years now and this thing shoots so smooth and amazing. I just recently took it out to shoot the other day with a few friends and with in 6 hours of getting done two of them had contacted me wanting to what particular model I had and where I had gotten it. I gladly told which model and that I had recieved it from Bud's. You won't find a better deal online anywhere trust me because I looked. Also heavily researched several handgun manufacturers and Springfield may seem a little pricey but that's only because you are getting the best. Buy one you will not be dissapointed!!!!! 











Norm B

on
06/08/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love my XDM 40, straight shootin , 16 + 1 cap. who would want more 











Ralph H

on
05/20/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this handgun. Recieved in the case at the dealer and everything checked out fine. I went home and immediately stripped the gund down, cleaned and oiled (to get familiar as well as be certain I hadn't missed anything). This XDm .40 is comfortable (in my hand and on my hip), easy to strip, clean and load It's fun to shoot as well as super accurate and I love the variety of choices available. I like to keep my guns simple, but adding a small under the barrel dot sight would hardly be noticable and would help balance the weight of the mag. After a break-in period I put a quick 200 rounds through it of 3 ammo types and had zero problems...I cleaned it at the range and the sights are still exactly as I set them and she's holding a tight pattern. I highly recommend this gun. This is a high quality handgun with many options to suit your tastes and needs (and the case is great...I wish others would put up a decent case with their guns, even though I'll buy one to suit me better, it's still a good case). I havn't heard anything bad about Bud's, so my experience must just be an unfortunate occurance (but that'll go in the customer comments) 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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